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In nineteenth century England, chess knights’s heads
were carved at the lathe, not whittled. John Jacob
Holtzapffel described the carving process in his Hand or
Simple Turning (1879) as one in which the turner put
cutting tool on the lathe and brought the freely-held
knight to the tool. Only, Holtzapffel said, “the better
specimens [were] subsequently finished with carving
tools”.
This was skilled but not
necessarily specialized
work: in other words, any
contemporaneous master turner would more than likely have lathecarving in his panoply of skills. Holtzapffel, himself a turner and
instrument-maker, compiled a list of approximately 300 products
made by turners. Of these objects, roughly half could have
required carving: parasol and walking stick handles, pipe stems
Victorian walking stick
and bowls, baby’s rattles, and so forth, including full- and travelwith carved handle
sized chess sets. When such products were being brought through
a workshop or factory, the simpler carving work (viz., chess knights’s heads, walking stick
handles such as pictured here, and the like) would be done at the lathe by the turners. This
production process is most likely the dominant one used throughout the C18th and C19th, and it
persisted into the C20th.
Victorian St George style chess set

Around 1895, reporter William G. FitzGerald was writing for The Strand, a monthly magazine
that published both fiction, such as Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes stories, and a wide variety of
nonfiction. FitzGerald is worth consideration in his own right, and a search for his works through
The Strand (many of which are available online) is a pleasant occupation, should you have the
time and inclination. The article of interest to us now, “How Games Are Made”, focused on the
manufacture of retail objects such as games, toys, sports equipment, and the like.
Thus FitzGerald recounted trips made to the London manufacturing establishments of F. H.
Ayres in Aldersgate Street, Charles Goodall’s in Camden Town, and the venerable
Messrs. Burroughes and Watts near the West and East India Docks.
All of these were factories, large ones: FitzGerald said of
Ayres’s establishment that it included “workshops
covering three or four acres…and a staff of nearly six
hundred hands”, while Goodall’s had 1000 employees at
its peak. The production capacity of these firms was
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tremendous, be it measured in terms of volume or variety or both. Goodall’s produced
“2,000,000 packs of playing cards every year” while Burroughes and Watts had 420 employees
making 700 billiard-tables annually. According to FitzGerald, Ayres produced a wide array of
products requiring many different skilled trades: cricket bats and balls, tennis rackets, boxing
gloves and related leather products such as protective legwear for cricket and football, archery
bows and targets, golf-irons requiring both metal casting and turning processes, croquet arches,
croquet balls, and chess sets. Insofar as chess-men go, FitzGerald provided both illustration and
description.
In the manufacture of chess and draughts, twenty men are regularly
employed; and I stayed for a few moments to watch one of these
who was carving heads. The first tool he used was a circular saw;
and with this he cut little bits from a big piece of rough ebony. He
then mounted a toothed wheel 11/2 in. in diameter, set it revolving
swiftly, and held one of the bits of ebony to it.
Gradually one could see that by deft manipulation the familiar head
was growing under the turner’s hand; another and smaller wheel was
presently mounted, and so on until the last circular saw had no
greater diameter than the head of an average pin. There were
seventeen changes of tools, but the entire process took no more than
a quarter of an hour. An expert man can produce four dozen heads
per day.

Much has been made of this invaluable account at various times by various people. For our
purposes, attention must stay focused on setting and process: these knights’s heads were mass
produced by turners carving on their lathes, and efficiency of production was paramount. Indeed,
it is probable that the workers were paid on piece rates. The “seventeen changes of tools”
required to show FitzGerald how chess knights’s heads were carved would not usually have been
undergone in series per carving. Instead, batch production is more likely, with the day’s entire
worklot or some such unit brought through one operation prior to the next cutting tool being
mounted by the turner and another operation begun.
Moreover, the initial roughing in of a single blank may not have been
the usual process, either, even though this surely
is the method that would have been chosen for
demonstration purposes. Two other methods of
producing blanks were more efficient—both are
still in use by turners. The first method involves cutting the silhouette of the
object into a block that is a thickness of some multiple (usually 3 or 4) of
each single blank’s depth. This is now done with a bandsaw, but Victorian
turners would probably have used a pedal-driven scroll saw. The thick blank
would then be cut into thinner, identical ones.
A second method, known as
Reifendrehen, or ring-turning,
is best known for its

application in the Western and Central European production of animal figures, such as for
Noah’s Arks. The process involves turning a large ring on the lathe, with the profile of what will
become many blanks accomplished through cutting the correct exterior curves into the large
doughnut-shaped round. This is then sectioned, like a jelly roll. Holtzapffel, a naturalized British
citizen originally from Strasbourg, speaks of the method as well, calling it the production of
profile rings.
The main point is to stress the importance of viewing this process as a factory one: in other
words, it was rationalized into process sequences, with the goal being as much production as
possible at the lowest cost. The knights’s heads required slightly different skills to produce than
the knights’s bases or the rest of the chess set or much other routine turning. Nonetheless, these
carving skills were well within the purview of at least some of the turners and demand was
adequate to ensure supply of the skillset across generations of turners.
In this context, it is significant that in 1895 or so “a correspondent to the Cheltenham Examiner”
wrote of the “Rock Mill factory of the British Chess Company, at Stroud” of seeing,
the turner and joiner…busily at work turning the chessmen and plugging the stems with lead for
the club sets; handsome boxes are being morticed, and the ivory and rosewood mosaics neatly
adjusted. A still higher floor has the French polisher, and women finishing off the linings and
silver plates of the boxes of prize sets.

BCC needed carving, too, though: both for its boxwood knights’s heads as well as for the
originals from which the moulds for the Xylonite knights’s heads were cast. Yet no carver is
mentioned, surely because there wasn’t one: either the house turner did the carving of knights’s
heads just as he did for rook crenellations and bishops’ miters, or BCC outsourced the knight
carving work…to another turner.
This process of carving remained known into the C20th. In the
June 1949 edition of Popular Mechanics magazine, it was
described in a Do-It-Yourself article entitled, “Chessmen in
Plastic” by Elma Waltner. It goes into great detail about making a
red and “crystal clear” Staunton style set from 1” transparent
plastic rod. The article’s picture of the carving process, here using
a cutter mounted on a drill press rather than a lathe, is useful and
rare in its advocacy of this method. Then as well as now most if
not all DIY chess set instructions were either for very slabby outlined knights’s heads simply cut
into blanks and sanded, turned heads of some sort, or whittled heads.
However, even as late as July of this year, the carving skills of the C19th turners were still alive.
So far as we know, they died, however, with Bill Jones, last of a five-generations turning
dynasty. Part of Bill’s legacy was to capture some of what he knew of the turning trade in his
two-volume Turning Shop books.

In “Carving the Knights’ Heads”, pages 106-111 of
his Notes from the Turning Shop, Bill provided the
entire process in overview. Each step he described
was done with a tool mounted on the lathe, and the
knight’s head being brought to the tool. Thus he
moved from the initial steps of rough cutting with a
big cutter, to shaping the ears with “a nice little
cutter”, then filing down the teeth with a “thin disc
cutter”. He shaped the head more precisely using the
“nice little cutter” again, following this with a conical
cutter to outline the underside of the jaw. Bill then
mounted the head in a vise for polishing, although a
lathe-mounted flap sander and a polishing wheel
would have done as well, and each of which he spoke
of using in other procedures. Regardless, he returned
to the lathe to cut the opening of the mouth with a
slotting cutter, and marked the teeth with his “homemade angled teeth cutter”. He gouged out the eyes
with a cutter formed from a nail then finished in a
flurry of detail work using tips and edges of various
small cutters already mentioned.
So from John Jacob Holtzapffel to Bill Jones
we have records of turners who carved on the
lathe: it was part of what they did. As we now
usually focus on chess sets rather than turning,
we too often assume that chess sets were more
central to the turning industry than in fact they
were. Turning was ubiquitous, but there are
scant records of the trade, much less of
subroutines within it. Turning was, though, of
crucial importance to the history of technology.
Three lathe-carved knights by Bill Jones and
Due primarily to the particular demands of
the seventeen tools he used to make them.
producing knights’s heads, however, we are
provided with the opportunity to consider
production processes and lost skills that
definitely span a century...and probably reach back into the 1700s.

Sources or comments in order of use or appearance
The St George chess set is in the collection of Marco Dorland of The Netherlands, http://dorland-chess.com/. Notice that the
knight’s head, the slot in the bishop’s mitre, and the slots on the rooks’s crenellations are all the product of bringing the piece to a
cutting tool mounted on and powered by the lathe.
The quotes from Holtzapffel are from his Hand or Simple Turning (1879), pages 206-207 for the carving process as done by
turners, and pages 458-459 for the list of products made by C18th – C19th turners. The 1881 edition of the book was reprinted by
Dover in 1976. Pagination references are from this modern reprint.
The image of the walking stick handle is from Getting a Handle on Collecting Antique Walking Sticks, Kathy Moses Shelton
(01/25/11) at http://www.worthpoint.com/article/getting-handle-collecting-antique-walking-sticks (accessed 27 November 2011).
Of the three establishments visited by FitzGerald, only Burroughes and Watts is still in operation, having moved to the West
Midlands (http://www.burroughesandwatts.com/). Goodall’s merged in 1922 with its previous rival, de la Rue, whilst F H Ayres
was absorbed by Slazenger in the mid-C20th.
A history of Ayres, at least insofar as pertains to their famous rocking horses, is treated of by David Kiss in his guide, A Kiss of
Rocking Horses (http://www.akissofrockinghorses.co.uk/).
A target maker said, when FitzGerald joked that he might take a nap now and again, “he was only paid for what he did” (pg 611).
Hence the inference of piece work rates of pay.
A representative pedal driven scroll saw was made by the American firm, W. F. & John Barnes Company, and was offered from
1876 to 1907 in an unchanging “velocipede” model that included a separate seat so the pedals could be operated.
http://treadleit.info/Barnes_Scroll-saws
The blank of the bear makes use of an image used by Peter Clothier of the Woodworkers Institute,
http://www.woodworkersinstitute.com/page.asp?p=1767.
The picture of the full Reifendrehen rings is by René Röder, Erzgebirgisches Freilichtmuseum Seiffen, July 2009:
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a7/Freilichtmuseum_Seiffen_002.JPG.
Christian Werner’s Reifendrehen picture of the blanks of various animals is at http://opencage.info/pics.e/large_9609.asp.
The junkfood theme in this Reifendrehen paragraph is lamentable, but we have allowed it to stay because doughnuts and jelly
rolls provide both gustatory and visual stimulation for us as well as you. Writing is hard work, and so is reading. Snacks help.
Holtzapffel’s mention of profile ring turning is on pgs 560-561 of Simple Turning.
The visit to BCC is recounted in ‘A Chess Industry’ Chess Player’s Chronicle (page 65, April 1895), at
http://www.chesshistory.com/winter/winter54.html#5968._British_Chess_Company_C.N.s_5788
Jones is featured in a video, “Knight Carving Using [a] Chuck Mounted Lathe”, a copy of which is owned by the NorCal
Woodturners Association of Sacramento, California, and which we hope to review shortly so as to see this process for ourselves.
The sketches of Bill Jones’s are his own, from the Notes book at the pages cited in the body of the article.
The picture of knights and cutters also is from Bill Jones’s Further Notes, page 101. By what we assume is a coincidental parallel
with FitzGerald’s account of the anonymous Ayres carver, Bill has 17 cutters out beside the knights he made with those cutters.
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